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ABSTRACT

1

- The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effects of
on:the subsequent a-chievement performance of

buS'i7-d--brack students. --)Differences in achievement gains
or losses are hypothesized as being both a function of
bused student attitudes toward busing and desegregation,
and of the interracial climate of acceptance in the'
receiving schools. The design of this study is 'that
of a three year longitudinal panel based on before busing
and after busing achievement and attitudinal measures for
a shmple of bused and non-bused black public school stu-
dentq, and white:receiving public school students in

',Waft', Texas. ,Independent variables included-in the tabu-
lar, correlation and regression analyses include measured,
intelligence,parental authority structure, educational
expectations, self-concept, racial prejudice,- integration
attitudes, busing attitudes, school socio-economic com-
position, and two measures of school interracial climate.
Findings reveal, that the achievement performance of bused
black/students after the two year period of busing is
Sigp'ficantly lower than thaeof the non-bused black stu-
den . Ih two years, bused blatkstudents have advanced
an verage7,of only one month in grade placement. School
interracial climate and student attitudes account for the
significantly lower achievement performance of the bused
minority stydents. The major conclusion of this study is
that mandatory busing to desegregate schools in communities
with great resistance toebusing may serve to weaken the
achievement' 'performance of the bused minority student.

4
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RESEARCii PROBLEM

Court-Ordered, mandatory busing to achieve school desegregation is

explosive political issue in many communities across the nation. Most of the

public controversy is based'on emotion rather than substantive social research.

The few available studies. on the effects of busing are warmly debated in academic

circles. In 1972, David Armor reviewed the relevant busing research completed to

that time and concluded that busing failed on four out of five measures. Lt did

not lead to improved achievement, grades, aspirations or'racial attitudes among

black Students. Armor concluded that mandatory busing did not leid to improved

black. student achievement or improved interracial relations and therefore, should:

not be adopted. Shortly after the publication of Armor's review, Pettigrew,

'Useem, Normand and Smith (1973) issued a lengthy rebuttal of Armor's interpreta-

tions and conclusions, suggesting they are not based on accurate scientific evi-

dence. The debate, in brief, rests on whether busing as a means to desegregate

schools might or does benefit minority students. Most of the studies which"have:

found positive benefits for desegregated school settings are of situations in

which desegregation has occurred gradually and integration has voluntarily been

0

achieved. 1n their criticism of Armor's "evidence on busing", Pettigrew, Useem,

Normand and Smith (1973) suggest methodological weaknesses in some of the data,

due to two important research criteria seldqm meth in busing studies: longittidinal

data and an adequate Control group., The research reported in this paper meets

both of these criteria The ovgrall design i$ that oaf a.three year longitudinal

panel, of bused black students with a control group of' non-bused black students as

well as cros sections of te receiving schoolstudents. The question debated

/gill the literature and the question to which, this Paper is addressed is whether

mandatory busing to achieve rapid schal desegregation is beneficial for minority
.

students. The major hypotehsis guiding this 'research is that differences in

. 4
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1

4 achievement gains or losses are a function of the attitude of bused students

toward integration and busing, and of the interracial climat of acceptance_of,

. .

the receiving school.
s

4,01,4

Major national interest in educational inequality arose w th the publication

of findings from the.0ffice of Education's Educational Survey (ommissioned by

rhe'Civil R1.ghts Act of 1964) which revealed lower achievement 1 eels for. the

children of racial and ethnic minority groups. In general, the major findings

of the original analysis (Coleman, 1966) and secondary.analysis '(V.S. Commission

`ton Civil Rights, 1967).point to the iMportance of the social context of the

school,ri.e., the socio- economic and racial-ethnic composition of the student

body, for the explanation of differences in achievement. In agreement with

findings of several earlier studies (Goodman, 1959; Wilson, 1959.; Michael, 1961;

Turner, 1964;'and Boyle, 1966), the Office'Of Education Report (ColeMani, 1966)

concludes that socio-economic compositionof the school's student ,body/exerts the
.

, \

la gest effect on student achievement scores. In their reanalysi6 of the survey
. .

. _

.,

dat , MdPartland and York (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1967) conclude that

regardless of social class, achievement scores of black students are higher as

the proportion of whites in the school increases. This"finding agrees with pre-

vious studies (Katz, 1964) and has been substantiated .in more recent research

(Armor, 1969; Pritchard, 1969; and St. Johri and Lewis, 971). While 14eihberg

(1970:294, 304) notes a basiZ inconsistency between the major conclusion's of the

two federally sponsored reports, Pettigrew (1971:62) contends that they are signifi-

cantlyrelited, due to evidence in the Coleman Report that 'only one-fourth of the

black population may be appropriately classified as "middle class". The relevance

of these studies for government policy decisions is cited.by Armor (1972) as pro-,

viding the, basis and justification for thg use of busing to desegregate, schools

in the expectation of increasing black student achievement, enhancing black

5



self- esteem and d-reducing black and-white prejudice

spective is also reflected in'a former REW secretar

lity. thi. per-

statement that ac4a1

balance in schools will improve educational opportunity .4 -chiev t for ..

,...

. - .minorities (Richardson, 1970:52).
,

.

While a variety of.studies have indicated school desegregation has a'Po'si=
.

,

tive effvcc on minority group student achievement) And recent Supreme Court

Decisions2 have extended the use of busing*to desegregate public-Schools, the-
,

;

resillts'of the few stud ies conducted to eyaluate the effects of busing fOr
.

minority student achievement are contradictory and inconclusive.3 An answer to

the question of whether busing is the best or even an appropriate means to ahlcieve

school desegregation and,create an equal educational oppOrtunity for all remains- i

elusive and hidden. Of those researchers eva3,uating the utilization Of busing

v4
as a means to desegregate schools and improve minority student achievement per-

formance, several report positive findings. Improved achievement is reported by

Banks and DiPasquale .(190), O'Reilly (1970), St. John (1970), Morrison and

i--

Stivers (1971) and in studies done in East Harlem and Syracuse (East Harlem Project

and City Commission on Htiman Rights, a962;. City School District, SyracUse, 1967).

Banks and DiPasquale (1969) and Wood (1969) also report bused minority studnts

have greater interest in school and more favorable attitudes toward majority

;),t

students than non-buSed minority students% In addifion to positive effects for

4

bused minority students, Scudder and 3Urs(1971) find no negative effects due to
.

.

busing for the achievement of majority students,in receiving schools:

1 See; for example, Katz, 1964; McPartland, 1967; U.S. ComMission on Civil Rights ,
. 1967; Armor, 1969; Pritchard, 1969; Office of Civil Rights, 11.E.W., 1970;
Pettigrew, 1971; and St. John and Lewis, 1971.
See Swann v. Charlotte Mecklenburg Board of Education, 91 S. Ct.1267 (1971)
and the discussion of recent decisions in Inequality In Education, No. 10,

_....,A
, .

1971!,3-6.

3 See, for example, Weinberg's (197d:82-85)' discussion of studies on the effects
of busing.
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Conttadictory findings are reported in several studies.., No significant

changes in kused minority student achievement is reported by Teple, Jackson and

Mayo (1966:297), Moorefield (1967:145-146), the White Plains Public Schools Study

(1967), 'Carrigan (1969) and in the'METCO study by. Armor (1972).-. Reporting on both

cross-sectional and.., ongitudinal analyses of Riverside, California school data,

Purl'and Dawson (1971:3) find low' and average achieving, bused students achieved

Or

-

less in desegrega ited schools ,than in previously segregated schools. Only high

achieving bused students achieved more in desegregated settings although this

increase was not large :enough to reduce -the gap between majority and minority

student ac1,34evement levels. Purl and Dawson (1971:2) conclude the achievement

gap between majority and mino-fity students is as high in 1970 as it was in 1966

A partial explanation.ior the-Se contradictory findings is suggested in the

works of Katz (1964) and concerns, the motivatio'nal dimension. Katz maintains

that psychological Stress and anxiety experiencod by blacks in competition with

whites may retard or impair achievement motivation among tHosejlacks with Poor

self-concepts. This was confirmed in a. later analysis in which Katz (1968:59)

reports low chievers among minority group students,have more negative self concepts
tP

and self-e atiOn. A similar finding is presented in the Coleman Report ( 966:

% . 4

323-324) in which the student's sense of control of his environment (an aspec of

self-concept) is positively associated with achievement scores. In addition

.
,

..i.

individual ps\ ychological differences with respect to selfconcept, social cont x

differences of the schools ate also important for the explanation of these cont-a-,.

Aictory Interactlonist theori-suggests the responses of others- are o

crucial influence in shaping and modifying self-concept. The socio-economic and\.
racial-ethnic composition of the student body 9f a school constitute critical social

contexts. Coleman (1966:3037304) buggests that higher educational aspirations of

the student body in "middle class" schools,.serve to increase the,"level of achievem n

7
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of minority students in such school's. In a review of literature on the effeCts

of integration on the academic performance of blacks, Katz (1964) reasons that

integrated schools may provide new comparison levels for black self-evaluation.

The acceptance or rejection of minority students by.majority students, however,
4

may prOvide support or interference for the minority student's motivation to

achieve. Pettigrew (1971:73-74) suggests the opportunity,for cress-racial evalu-

ation in desegregated schools leads to advances in achievement only if such,,corq-
a

paiisons occur in contexts which reflect' majority student acceptance. Thus; in

addition'to the socio-economic and racial-ethnic climate of the school, the inter-
-

racial climate of acceptance, is an important social context to be evaluated.

The degree of acceptance or rejection experienced by black°bused students, as

well as the of bused students

ceptualized as, crucial components

towards their receiving schools are con7

,,

of the normAtive, interracial climate of the

receiving schools. This dimension is reflected in Pettigrew's (1971:63) disein

tion between dAsegregated And integrated school settings. Whereas desegregation,
\

refers to the-quantitative dimensions of racial compost tion, integration refers
,,

to,.

g
/'

,and
,

the qualitative dimension of interracial Contac n the degree Of mutual cooperation,
/ .

,i,
.,,, .

and.Staff. Integrated s h ols in which interracial acceptiamong the student b

dnc and positive and ih which,mutual operation has developed over timet
.,

, , ..,
, ,

to improving,minority student achievement. -DesegregaCed,

abruptly, as With mandatory' busIng, may

ate held to be nducive

schools, in which desegregation occu

be non-effective for this purposd.

Kansas City (in Which no achievement

students were given low raeings on a

rs

In Moctrefield'S' (1967) "study
, s

husing'in

t
t, _ ,

gains, were' foundY three-fourths af,the bused

receiving student Acceptance scale.,- Two-thirds'
,.

of_the bused students were regarded as 'Aggressive'' by white receiving students'

(Moorefield, 1967:167). Lower self-concepts were also Observed aMong,bus,ed black,

students in schools in which acceptance by White receiving,students was also low,
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(Moorefield, 1967:166). Pura and Dawsdh (1971:18) suggest, that'the lack of-

increase in achievement among bused students in liverside, California, might be'

.1

.due to the lack .of programs in desegregated schools to provide for a smoo h'
transition of bused students to thenew school's social structure. Whetter the

effect of busing is positiVeOr negative for minority student dchie'Vement appears
. .

to be a function of the attitudei of the bils'ed-student toward busing and-the new

, 1...

school, aS well as the normative, interracial climate of acceptance or rejection

communicated by the receiving school's students and staff:
,/

PROCEDI.WS
-

.,,

. . .

The overall design of this research is a three year longitudinal panel study.
...

,

The first'nd original wave of data collection in the Spring of 1971 was con-

. ; o .
ceived as a simple cross- section design to. study the detyminants.of majority and

minority student achievement leve sand consisted of a stratified random sample
.\

Of 850 majority and minority students from Waco Public Schdols. This sample In-
,

cluded300 white students, 300 black students and 250 Mexican-American students.

During the summer of 1971, federal courts ordered the Waco Independent School

District too bus 1600 black students to previously all white-schools to create.a

more favorable racial-hallance.\Approximntely 125 black Students from the original

s.ampl"Of 300 were to be bused. Data for the second wave were collected in the
, .

- $.

.
. ,

Spring of 1972
.

from two separate samples of respondents. To provide for the
i'

. - .

,
. Iong4t4dinal aspedts of the stUdY1 240 black 'students from the original sample

1 ti

: .. . 'of 30b (125 of the 240 are busedStudents) were resurveyed to 'provide a second
... .

'

,

..-., - , _.

-.measure of" integration attitudes and self7'concep.t. ,The second sample of respon-
. . :.. 4 4 k

dents consisted oi4,random, cross-sec op of majority:s4udentS from.'ed4 school.-
, t. ,- . , , , .

; . r, '' ,
.:, f" '

to'.,44 Data froM this s'Ampile were used
r

construct aggegatiVe measures of school sOcio-
, .

.. . ...4,

,

Oa
7

, ,.. 7
,

econoMXc ,pind normative climates. Data for'fhe third, and final' wave were collected.

, -
, .

'' ... , . V

. ' ei
^ :

.4'1'
^ :
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,in the Spring of 1973 and are composed of two types. The first type consists of

55 bused students and 62 nog-bused black students from the original sample. The
..

. ! 1

remainder of those surveyed in 1971 and 1972 had either dropped out-of school,
1

.

transferred or graduated. The 1117 were retested with the CalifoTlia;Achilevement

Test and were resurveyed for the third time. The second type of lata,collected

in the third wave consists of a random cross-section of students from each school
1.

.

to provide for the construction of additional aggregate measures 15 the school's
. - .

' - .

social Context. Thus, before {1971) and after (1973) busing measures, allow this
. ,

e.

study to approximate a classical design. Means, standard deviations, percentages

andoperatiohal definitions of all variables are presented in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Tabular, correlation and regression analysts are used to portray graphically

significant 'relationship's and to permit an interpretation of the data in which the

relative,effects of individual and contextual attributes may be weighed and evalu-,

1

ated with other fa &ors controlled. Regression analysis is tised to identify those
_

variables contributing the largest amount of variance to the dependent variables
. .

of student achievement. Factor analytic techniques are used toconstruct several

scares and indides.

FIN INGS - ACHIEVEMENT DIFFERENCES

Measures used for achievement in this study are the scores for total math,

total reading and total bat

California Achievement Test

dents before and aftek the

ery fr6m the Intermediatel and Advanced forms o the

Achievement scores of bused and non -bused ,bl ck stu-

using period are presented in Tale 2.

I

TABLE 2
I

One would hot expect larc differences in achkevement scores pr or to busibg if
1

, Z ..

,

students had been randomly selected for busing assignment. The I termebi+ form

of the CAT was administered as part of the normal school testing prOgram, 4nd was
, . 1

10
A t
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4

administered by school diArict personnel at least one yeSr.prior to busing.

Differences in Scores between the two.groups, as revealed by t-tests, are not

statistically sig ificant, although non-random assignment policies exercise an
4 t

obviou effect,with students to'be bused having somewhat lower achievement scores.

Since none of these differences are statistically significant, they oee considered

4
to be inconsequential in substance: The Advanced fo4m of the CAT, was a'dminiStered

after the two year period of busing. Differences in mean achievement scores are.

noted between bused and non -bused black students, with bused students having

significantly lower scores than non-bused students. Twa'seneral observations need
. .4

to, be made at this point. First, test scores for both groups have declined by the

end of the study period. Part of the reason for this is due to the use of'dif-

ferent forms of the CAT. While the conversion of raw scores to grade,placements

4- '1 ..5
\

overcomes this difficulty, .raw scores are utilized in the remainder of the analysis

in this paper since they permit the use'of measures of statistical significance

and 'score differences between test forms are correlated with standard score declines.,

Thus, while the minority students in this study have advanced in grade placement

during the two year period between test administrations, they have deLined in

achievement performance when compared with national norms (Lamkin, 1975). Grade

placement comparisons indicate non-bused block students have advanced in achieve-'

ment performance, bused black students have not. The,second observation to be

Ifmade is that differences n achievement levels between bused and non-bused student

groups have widened. Whereas only 5 points separate the mean total battery scores

f,r 4ample between the two groups pridi to busing, a 33 point difference is,

observed between these groups after the period of buiing. Transformed into srade

placements, data in Table 2 show that non-bused black students have advanced an

average of one year (with the exception of math) compared with an average advance-

ment of only one month (exception of math) for bUsed black students. The final.



column-of the table contains' -aw ores corrected fortest form differences; scores

which reveal. the extent of the disparity between bused and non-bused blAqck student

achievement performance. -Whereas non-bused black students raised their total

battery scores on the av rage by 9.14 points, bused black student total: battery

scores declined ierr the average.by 10.0? points.

Or Rival explanationS concerning the influence of busing status on achievement

performance and /or ca hievement performarice change include the respondent's sex,

grade in school, age, measured. intelligence and parental socio-economic status.

All of these variables Mere investigated to see whether they were significantly

related to achievement differences, and in particular, to the
4
differences between'

bused and non-bused student achievement. Of all of these lariables, 'statistical

a °v-
tests showed only one to'be significantly related to achievement scores, viz.,

measured intelligence. The effect of peasured I.Q. is as expected, with students

having higher in4-Lgence manifesting higher achievement for'all three measures.

The question of whether. measured I.Q. accounts for all, part, or none of the

difference in mean achievement between bused and non-bused black students Is e

addressed in Table 3. ,

T'ABLE 3

Significalic differences in the.1973 achievement performance of bused and non-bused
.

students per:;ist (with the exception of differences in math scores among lower

I.c)..itudents). The magnitude.of the difference in,mean achievement scores be-
a-1

tween high and low I.Q. students is larger than mean score differences between

busedrand non -bused students. Obviously, is a major determinant of achieve-
,

lent. Even with controlled, however, significant achievement differences

\between bused and non-bused students remain. beta in the second column of the

tabl also _indicate that measured I.Q. is a major determinant of change in achieve-
.

ment performance. 'Even with measured' I.Q. controlled, busing status exerts' a

statistically significant effect on student achievement (with
,

the exception of math

.1
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score change). ,Non-bused'blaeic students on th$average shOw achievement score

. :-
gains; bused black students, achievement Sore declineso Controls for measured

I.Q., therefore, do not explAin away the significantu differences in achievetent^

perforthance of bused and non-bused black students.. Busing black studenrstoo

previously all white schools in Waco, Texas has not improved the adadvement

performAce of the Wised studen9; Busing, in this study, appears to have eroded

the achievement performance of the bused minority student. This negative findyl

requires aig,itional analyis or an explanation. Part of this analysisrests with
/?Fr=

the attitudinal and motivational dimension mentioned previously.

FINDINGS ATTITUDINAL DIFFERENCES

As suggested in the review ofablising studies. by Armor (1972), changes in-
!.

olteracil attitudes and ,black self-esteem may be as important an effect of

desegregation as changes'in achipvement, In addition, the importanCe of this

dimension, as cited in the works of\tz (1964, 1968) and Pettigrew (1971), may

,provide .a partial explanation for the negative findings Ofrthis research study.

The attitudes and self-concept of bused black.students are held to influence the

developmentof subsequent achievement. Table 4 presents bused and non=bused
, -

black student responses to items soliciting their attitudes toward busing and

,school 'desegregation.
a

TABLE 4
,

that 5,91 tl e bused black students have negative attitudes

toward busing compared with on y 40% of non-bused students. Whereas only 34% of

bused black students have neutral attitudes toward busing, over one half of the

non-bused black students are ne\utral. Seventy percent of the non-bused black

students have positive attitudes towar4 school desegregation, only 34.5% of the

bused black students view school desegregation positively. Differences between,

a,

vr,,*":"-=
-*kb,

bused and non-bused lzlack student attitudes on these items were not signifantly

13
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different' prior to the period of busing in the first wave of data collection.

Another indicator of minority student attitudes toward busing and school desegre-
,,:

gation is TTlected in the respondent's prefeAnce as to the type of racial

mixture in the school. Table 5 presents,the responses of minority students in

this study toward preferred school racial mix.

['ABLE 5

Differences in responses between 'the two grOups are significant with bused stu-

dents choosing the all black category more Oran any other setting. The largest

response category for non-bused blatk students is the integrated setting. Dif-
A

ferefices between the groups on this item:prior to busing, were not significant.

After two years of busing, significant attitudinal differences apPear, with

bused students exhibiting more negative attitudes toward busing and school desegre-
,

gation, favoring a change fi-om an integrated model of education to a separatist
.

model of education. For the bused 'student in this study, busing appears to have

ergped attitudes toward integration and school, desegregation. Thus, the negative

. .

wto

c'attitudes of bused students provide a logical explanation of their negative

achievement performance results.

In addition to the attitudes of bused minority students, the interracial

.4w
climate of acceptance of the receiving school is another critical\variable for

the explanation of the,neptive achievement findings in this stud4, The attitudes
1 ..

ocwhite students imeceiving schools are especially important to understanding

'IN 1,

-6* tne- fe-deftian -givel bla'& stucOnts.- If IlW 4ict±turiarbOUggill2wh i tt -s tu d e nt s °. i re s
.-J1.....

i.
31

- receiving schools
*
are more negative than white students in non receiving schools, l'

.

the experiences of bused black students will be more negative. Table 6 portrays

the attitudes-of white students toward int ration by receiving4schooi status.

TABLE 6

General racial integration is viewed positively by 62% of the white students.

Differences between white students from non-receiving and receiving schools indicate

111`

../il , 4
. ,L.4



. .

that whites in receiving schools have the most negative,attitudes tower'd j.nte-
. ., .

J
, ,

gration. From othe items for which tables are not included, white receiving

school Students dif red from white non-receiving school students in having less

favorable attitudes oward school deseg'regation and busing, lower perceptions of

teacher interest and a stronger desire for an all white school. The proposition

strongly suggested b the data is that the attitudes of white students, toward

integration are stro gly influenced by the type of school attended, While tot

the main purpose'of this study, it is interesting to note that those schools which

were gradually desegAgated (the case with most of the non-receiving schools.in

this study) contained the highest proportion of white students favoring integra-

tion. Schools that were rapidly desegregated (the receiving schools in this

study) had a smaller proportion of white students favoring integration.

Two approaches were utilized to combine student responses into an index of

t

the normative climate of interracial acceptance of the schOol. The first approach

combined the responses of white students to selected attitudinal items into an

index designed to measure the "objettive" quality of the interracial` climate.

Dividing the index score at the median and crosstabulating with receiving school

status produces the data included in Table 7.4

ABLE .3

4

While the number oftscho6ls in each category is small, the trend is clear. Receiving

schools have less receptive interracial climates.
, -

The second approach to the measureTent of the interracial climate taps the
. , .

subjective dimension. Regardless of the "objective" interraciafoclimate,

the indiVidual minoriti studet's perception 9f that climate, whether it corre-
;

sponds to the objective, measure or not, that will exert the greatest effect on

p'r
the student'ssubsequent attit formation and educational ekperie4e. This "sub-

/
jective"peasure is derived froM a factor analysis of selected items. Data for

this factor, crosstabulated with student busing status, are presented in Table 8.

15-
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While'student's perceptions vary, certain patterns are presen Bqs d black

students.are more likely to perceive th interracia/ climate of their s hools as

hostile than non-bused black' students. Non-bused black student perce tions are

significantly more positive. The objective and subjective measures of the school's

interracial climate, as well as bused student attitudes,,, offer a asic explanation

for the negative findings with respect to 'bused student achievem nt.

ANALYSIS AR DISCUSSION

Correlation and regression measures and analysis are used to evaluate the

effects of the variety of independent factors considered in this study of student

achievement performance. Recent dlsoossions concerning the issues of the confound-

ing ot differential measurement error with change, of ordinal measurement and

parametric statistics, and of.standardized versus unstandardized regression sp-..

efficients, however, introduce a note of caution concerning precise.quantitative

interpretation of the obtained coefficients (SlalOCk,;1967; Schoenberg, 1972),

..

Table 9 presents standardized and unstandardized coeffitients. for separate re-
-!.

2

giessions for each of the dependent-variable measures of 103 achievement perfor-

.

, 1 ,

'

'mance.

4v
Ritu

., .

StanStan arized regression Coefficients are generally preferred if one is interested
I

.
.

.
-

in the relative Amount of Variance.. er exp l a iS d , 4 a n sa mpey.4 vg4iettt: Qt. 1 .P,

Coeffiaehts,in this table have been summed to show theindependent variables.

total effect of non-interval scale parent variables (Lyons, 1971). It-is interesting

to note thet the socio-economic,composition of the school (X8) is. a significant

determinant 'of reading scores (X21), but riot of math scores (X20) or total battery

; . ,

scores (X
22

) The Coleman Report, which produced a great deal of discussion con-
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cerning the imoortance of a school'S socio-economic climate, used reading-scores
5

as its primary Measure for the analysis of the determinants of achievement per-

formance. Several factors exercise consistent strength across 411 measures of.

,

achievement in this study. The most important of these is measured intelligence _
. .

. . ,,.

(X15). The magnitude of the standardized regression coefficient indicates that

measured intelligence contributes the largest amount of variance for each of the

measures of achievement. The .4cond most important factor for the explanation of,

variance in 1973 achievement is the 1971, achievement performance of the student

(X17, X18, and X19 respectively)'. As expected, students with higher levels; of

S

measured intelligence and higher 1971 test scores, demodstrate higher achievement

performance'in 1973. The-third most iliiportant contributor to variance in achieve-
,

ment is the studedIt's busing status (X
16).:,rt is important to underscore that ,

-

the effect'of busing status is observed'with the influqtce of all of the other
,..,

..
.

factors (measured intelligence, family SES, et47.') held cobstant. , Two additional
4

variables exercise moderate effects for each` of the dependent variables: self-
-

co6Fet (X9)1aqd .Dlie-studentisoAcial
,

prejudice level (X7). Consistently, lower

.

achievement scores are associated with higher levels of racial prejudice and less
I

\

positive self- concept.
.? '

>
f ,

Unstandardized regression coefficients are also included'in'Tablehile
c

(
their utilization raises the issue of comparable units of measdrement,,they are

included to indicate the magnitude of effect,each pf the variables exercises on

-student achievement performance. An unstandardized regression coefficient may

be ilterpreted as'the expected change in the dependent variable with a change of

one unit in the independent variable under consideration, with the effects of

oth independent variables controlled. With Ira to the effect of the busing

st.Aic of the_student (X16), it is observed that an increase of one unit of

busing sZatua ( la change from non -bused to bused status) produces a,decrease of

17
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of 9.156 units bn the average of test score points for the dependent variable of

total achievement battery test scores (X
22

). For each of the dependent variables,

the unstandardifzed regression coefficient for busing status indicates that busing

status exercises a relatively important effd on subiequent achievement performance.

Tosummarize Table 9, buSed minority students did les well than non-bused minority

students after the two year period of busing. The majority of bused students

experienced a decline in achievement, Those minority students with the poorest

achievement performance in 1973 had a combination of lower measured intelligence,

bused status, higher racial prejudice level, less positive self-concept, came from

families with authoritarian power structures, peceived their school's interracial

climate as non-accepting and came from lower status families that did not encourage

educational performance.

While the interpretation of standardized regresSion coefficients is confounded
,

4.)

by diffeiing variances of variables when a sample is breispn down into two or more

subsamples, standardized and unstandardiied regression coefficients are presented,
1

4 for the subsamples-orbused and non-bused minority students, in Table 10, in an

effortto ascertain th configuration of variables'or the model for each group.

TABLE 10

.The interpretation of this table should be considered to-be qualitative only, due

to thM-above-megtfoned restriction. 'While it ft not apPetipriate to cbmpa4e the

,magnitudes of standardized regression coefficients across the two subsamples, it

is appropriate to comment upon the different configuration of variables that

exercise the largest effect on achievement performance within'each of the two

subsamples. As expected, measured intelligence (X15) and 1971 test battery scores

(X19) explarii, a large amount of variance for 1973 battery scores (K22) for both

18
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groups. For the non-bused minority student, the three next lost important variable S1

are parental discipline and socialization7 parental authority structure and student
IN

,self-concept. Tor the bp ed minority student, however,-the three next most important

contributors are perceptio of the school's interracial climate, racial prejudice

level and the school's scrci -economic climate; Thus, while family socialization
1

and student self- concept'va4iables contribute the most to non-bused student achieve-

ment, a different set of variables exerts influence on bused student aChievement.

It appears as if the immediat effects of busing for the subsequent achievement per-

formance of minority students replaees the importance of family variables or at

least overshadows their importance with the student's attitudes toward being bused

and/or his or her reaction to being bused,

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

After a passage- of two yearsl during which time some of the minority students

in thit study were bused to previorsly all white schogls, bused black students
+.4

showed a statistically significant,decline in three measures of achievement. Controls

for age, sex, grade, arental socio- economic status and measured intelligence failed

to erase the significance of this difference. Investigation of the attitudes of

minority students revealidsignifica t differences between bused and non-bused student

attitudes toward several factprs. B sed minoity students were more likely to havd

negative attitudes toward busing, school, dose ,negation and an..integ.rated-.if s

education. White receiving school students had significantly more negative attitudes

toward integration than their white non-receiving school counterparts. Regression

analysis confirmed the, negative effects of busing for the .subsequent achievement

performance of minority students.
ti

A causal model was suggested in which minority

4
student experiences in receiving and non-receiving schools, along with their own,.

attitudes toward integration ad,desegregatiofi,.contribUtes to achievement,differences..

1 19
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Ultimately, the cause of the difference in minority student experiences rests with

the dominant attitude§ in the larger community'. If busing serves as a political

catalyst to generate negative feelings, then the public resistance to busing,

both white and black resistance, becomes a likely explanation for the negative

finaings.reported in this Study.

Recently, several criticisms of the effort to achieve equality of educational

opportunity through the use of mandatory busing to desegregate public schools have

appeared in the press. In a forthcoming report for the Urban Institute, James

Coleman suggests that mandatory busing has not achieved the school desegregation,

that had been planned. In the report to be known a's C3leman II, he indicate

the only major result from the use of mandatory busing is the white flight to

the suburbs, which has increased the segregated nature of urban pdblac education.

Jencks (1975), in a reanalysis of the 1966 EEOS data, reports that academic

tivity, and entering differences explains away most of the effects of the socio-

economic and racial composition of th school for minority student achievement.

JencApeanalysis shows :that the racial composition of the/high school does not

have any appreciable effect for either black or white student achievement test

scores.

9fe major conclusion of this study. is that the use of mandatory busing to

desegregate schools has a negative effect on minority, student achievement; an effect

which is highly ipfluepced .19y theAtit4.tudleN4, of, white receiving ehoo,1 ttudents,'"as

well as the bdsed minority Students themselves. Once the use of mandatory busing

becomes an emotionally clouded,,politrcal issue in a community, its use may have

detrimental effects, for the subsequent achievement performance of the bused minority

student. Mandatory busing, to be an effective means to provide an equal educational

opportunity for all, needs to have the support of the majority of the citizenry.

When mandatory busing does not have this community support, the results appear to be

20
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white flight fo the Suburbs' and lower achievement of the bused students. 'If', as

in this study in Waco, mandatory busing.is used for rapid school desegregation

and there is strong resistance to such,busing, then the results are likely to

replicate-the weakened achievement performance 'If the bused minority students

in this study.

4
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